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UNILIFECREATIVING WITH THE HIERARCHY OF OWN INGENIOUS UNIVERSAL SCIENCES

SELECTED MOST FUNDAMENTAL UNIVERSAL DISCOVERIES AND INVENTIONS
First invention of universal life co-creation with the synergies, superhierarchical unimethodologies of unimultiingenuity
and -constructivity, -lingualism and -scientism, -discovering and -inventing, health, success and happiness achievement.

Discovery of a universal truth as a beneficent natural world order correspondence, the first invention of true healing
universal worldview due to the whole hierarchy of own universal sciences with discovered true key overdichotomicities.
First invention of universal numbers, sets, systems, quantities exactly unimeasuring potential and actual (over)infinities.

Discovery of universal conservation laws even in the (over)infinite, of the uniemptiness, of the inverse overinfinity of zero.
For the first time in сa. 2500 years, invention of (meta)metacognitively resolving Zeno’s paradoxes which deny any change.
Discovery of the overelementary, overpointwise, oversetwise actually continually infinitesimal uniparticle nature, essence,
structure and composition of any continuum including space, time, motion, change, variables segments and intervals with
the zero contribution of the continuum point set to the dimensionality and measure in each dimension of this continuum.

Discovery of the positivity of any possibility uniprobability, the uniprobabilistic nature and essence of probability density. 
First invention of unistatistics with best-data-based naturally weighted data processing unimethodologies with improving
fundamental physical gravitational and electric constants without paradoxes and perversions of the least square method.
Discovery of universal errors, reserves, reliability, risk and stability, of the hierarchy of the first universal strength laws.

Discovery of the finite vitally sufficient cognizance of the phenomena of the infinity of the essential properties of any object
with its simultaneous triunity of materiality, spirituality, (comm)unity by any predominativity of them in different objects.

Discovery of infinite(simal) continuous universal logic, intuition, abstraction and common sense with their hierarchies.
Discovery of purposeful penetrating soulful all-animating holistic psyche radiation/reception with unilifepsychocoherence.
Discovery of the necessity superhierarchy of universal life logic, philosophy, psychology, philology and (self-)management.
Discovery of the unilaws unihierarchies of the ingenious universal sciences with their uni(over)infinite uniphilosophical,

unilogical, unipsychological, uniphilological, unimathematical, unimetrological, uniphysical unicoherence and univalidity.
OVERLEVELS I–VI AND LEVELS OF THE HIERARCHY OF THE OWN UNIVERSAL SCIENCES

I. Uni(over)infinity: Unimathematics, Unimetrology.
II. Uninaturology: Uniphysics, Unimechanics, Unistrength.

III. Uniphilosophy: Uniontology, Unignosiology, Unilogic, Uni(dis)continuity, Uniethics, Uniaesthetics, Unicognitology.
IV. Unipsychology: Unilifepsychocoherence, Unilifepsychoanalysis, Unilifepsychodiagnostics,

Unilifepsychohealing, Unigeniusology.
V. Unicreation: Uniphilology, Uniingenuity, Uniengineering.
VI. Uni(self-)management: Uni(self-)pedagogy, Unisociology.

THE HIERARCHY OF CORRESPONDING PRINCIPAL INNOVATIONS BY OVERLEVELS I–VI
I. Invention of the infinite (countable, continual, ...) set standards, of the infinite and overinfinite units, of universal scales.
Invention of negativity-preserving multiplication and base-negativity-preserving exponentiation possibly with appropriate
exponent transformation to improve tetration generalizations, as well as of partial and uncountable universal operations.
Discovery of universal problems, their pseudosolutions, oversolutions, antisolutions, as well as inconsistency unimeasures.
Invention of unimethodologies of decision-making, universal expression, modeling, evaluation, approximation, estimation,
comparison, assimilation, integration, algorithmization, essentially exact (text) transformation, translation, cryptography.
II. Discovery of mechanical and physical phenomena, implantation unidoses, universal stresses in (an)isotropic materials
under any possibly variable loading, of statistically nonimprovable self-accuracies and self-errors of measured quantities.
III. Discovery of unilifelogic of the unicontinuous superunity of the reality (universe) with refuting the both dichotomies of
the basic question of philosophy by inventing infinite(simal) continual uniphilosophical uniontology and uniepistemology.
Discovery of the universal hierarchy of universal abstractions beginning with the inherent selectivity and adaptation of

materials and fields with the technosphere, of plants, over the animals abstractions of recognizing properties and general
images, up to the highest abstractions of potential and actual (over)infinities, overpointwise and oversetwise continuity.

Invention of unimethodologies of strengthening common unisense hierarchy along with metafolkloric high-moral ideals. 
IV. Discovery of ingenious uni(self-)profiling and uni(self-)help, their unihierarchies, unimethodologies in unipsychology.

Discovery of fateful empathic unilifepsychocoherence as healing and unifying universal mental and spiritual life creativing
attunement, sincere sympathy and participation, inventing unigeniusology, its mutual creative biographical methodology.
Invention of unilifepsychoanalysis and unilifepsychohealing with the unimethodologies of soul self-transformation and the
highest purposeful desirable development of main aptitudes, inclinations, tendencies, abilities, giftedness, talents, genius.
Invention of unipsychologic of true soul purification and protection for the highest goal rationality, wise enthusiastic will.
Invention of universal action logic with universal life creativation and ingenuity, self-creating happiness and good luck,

true actions in desirable and/or required activity, the highest creative success achievement as the great desires fulfillment.
V. Unimultidiscovery and -invention of the -synergy of -ingenious and -scientific -lingual highly -constructive -creativity.
Invention of (personal) creative universal philology and its unilinguistics with unimultilingualism, uniliteraturology with

new genres (diacrosonnet wreath crown, dialogue verse song, lyrical humor), universal scientistics with unimultiscientism,
the universe wise witty discovery unipoetry, unilifepsychophilologic of life/psyche projections into selected compositions.

Invention of universal lifepsychocoherent psychophilological (psycholinguistics generalized) hermeneutics with new ideas.
Invention of uniingenuity with uni(life)works as intuitive uni(life)theaters of immersion, accustoming, improvisation, deep-
thinking, discovery; uniactors: subjects, objects, psychoradiation, (fore)feeling, thought, picture, sign; author-uniproducer.
Invention of uniengineering of materiality, spirituality and (comm)unity with lifepsychophiloengineering unitechnologies.
VI. Discovery of the inventive ingenious universal methodology of the healing synergistic creative (self-)management of

(self-)implementing desirable, healthy, happy and successful life of a person and a society by following own true interests.
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